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Product overview
Data center professionals face an ever-increasing and evolving set 
of responsibilities. And providing them with the right tools and in-house 
training is the only way to stay ahead of this critical component of 
your business.

Cisco Digital Learning Data Center offers a subscription to all our online data 
center certification, product, and technology training. This comprehensive 
subscription offers full-length, interactive certification courses, additional 
product and technology training with labs, and thousands of reference 
materials. And we update content on a regular basis, adding new and 
revised versions of existing courses as they are made available.
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Cisco Digital Learning Data Center
An investment in your data center infrastructure

Benefits
•	 Accelerate in-house expertise 

•	Increase your team’s ability 
to deploy and support data 
center infrastructure 

•	Support career paths for your 
team with access to Cisco® 
data center certification courses

•	Redeem Cisco Learning Credits 
to pay for your subscription
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Subscribe today
Contact your Business Development Manager 
at learning-bdm@cisco.com to learn more 
about Cisco Digital Learning Data Center.

Interactive, flexible, convenient
Cisco Digital Learning Data Center offers full-length, in-depth certification courses with hands-on labs. 
You’ll also have access to a collection of just-in-time content, including best practices, design guides, 
and webinars. 

Here are some of the courses included in your subscription: 

•	 Implementing and Operating Cisco Data Center Core Technologies (DCCOR)
•	 Designing Cisco Data Center Infrastructure (DCID)
•	 Troubleshooting Cisco Data Center Infrastructure (DCIT)
•	 Implementing Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (DCACI)
•	 Implementing Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure–Advanced (DCACIA)
•	 Configuring Cisco MDS 9000 Series Switches (DCMDS)
•	 Implementing Automation for Cisco Data Center Solutions (DCAUI)
•	 Cisco data center product training, including Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (Cisco ACI®), 

Nexus®, and Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS)

Plus, your team earns Continuing Education credits when they complete select certification and 
technology courses.
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